1. Let B be a ring, p a prime ideal and A = J5/^; denote by G n the A-module p n jp n+1 and by G(t>) the graded A-algebra φSU G Λ (for more details see [6] ). PROPOSITION 
If N is a positive integer, the following conditions are equivalent:
(a ) p n is primary for n ^ N. (b ) G n is torsion-free for n ^ N -1.
Proof. It is clear that p n primary implies G n^ torsion-free. Let
If y e p r , y £ p r+1 then 0 <: r < n; we have 0 Φ x eA, 0 Φ y e G r9 therefore xy Φ 0 or, which is the same, xy ί p r+1 ; but we have p r+1 2 P n and so xy & p n . REMARK 1. As a consequence of Proposition 1.2 we get that p 2 is primary iff G x is torsion-free. Nevertheless the following example shows that if n > Ίp* need not to be primary even if G n -t is torsionfree. Let B -k[x, y, z] 
= k[X, Y, Z]/( Y\ YZ, XY-Z") and p -(y, z). We get in this case G(p) s k[X][T u T t ]l(XT» T λ T 2 ,
Γf, T% hence G 2 is torsion-free, but ^3 is not primary.
REMARK 2. In the above example p* is primary and this shows that G N torsion-free does not imply G n torsion-free for n < N. COROLLARY 
The following conditions are equivalent: (a) p n is primary for every n. (b) G(p) is torsion-free. ( c) The canonical homomorphism G{p) -> G(pB p ) is injectίve. In particular G(p) is a domain iff p n is primary for every n and G(pB p ) is a domain.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 1.1 that (a) and (b) are equivalent. Denoting with K the quotient field of A, the equivalence of (b) and (c) easily follows after remarking that G(pB p ) = G(p) ®^ K. Proof. For an ideal it is clear that to be primary is a local property, hence we may assume that p is generated by a regular sequence and the conclusion follows since G(p) is a polynomial ring over A (see [5] , a r is a regular j? r sequence. Let us now consider the graded homo-
, a r is a regular J5 Γ sequence generating |?5 P . It follows that I®A K-0, hence / -0 as / is obviously a torsion-free A-module. Applying Rees criterion (see [5] Proof. Using Corollary 1.3 and the local character of the property of being primary, we can restrict our attention to the maximal ideals containing rt. Hence we may assume that R is local.
We shall denote by a 19 , a r the elements of the regular Rsequence generating α, by a t the ideal (a 19 •••, a % ) (α 0 = 0), by B the ring R/a, by Bt the ring R/a i9 by p the ideal ^3/α in B and by A the ring Λ/tβ = B/t).
We shall give the proof in several steps.
V(φ/a t ) -V(n/a t )
is regular in Spec (BJ for i = 1, , r. It follows from the property that a local ring is regular if its quotient by a regular sequence is regular.
aaΨ + (a lf
, r. If we denote by α* the ideal (a lf , α 4 , , α r ), the ring is regular, hence a t g ^3 2 i2qj + α-i2φ. 3. Let s, iSΓ be integers 0 ^ s ^ r, 0 < N; if (Sβ/c^)' is primary for every nonnegative integer i ^ s -1 and for every t = 1, , ΛΓ, then α s n ^ = α^" 1 for every ί = 1, , N. The proof is by induction on s; the case s = 0 is trivial. Hence we may assume s ^ 1 and α 8-1 π Ψ = ^-rβ*" 1 for every t = 1, , iV. Let now Σ*=i ^ΐ^i € ^3*, then α s ίc 8 e ^3* + α s _ L ; by step 2 a 8 $ ψ + ^.i so 0 =* α s G (W^-i)/(W^-i) by induction and the conclusion immediately follows.
4. The following sequence of A-modules is exact for all t and i.
The proof is standard. for all ί, h.d.^ (α^ + φ/a.^ + ψ +1 ) ^ s -1 for all t and (ξβ/α,)' is primary for i <. s -1 and for every t. By step 4 and 6, the exact sequences (1) and (2) Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that (c) and (b) are equivalent PRIMARY POWERS OF A PRIME IDEAL 497 after remarking that a cone is a linear space if a point of its vertex is nonsingular for the cone. The equivalence of (a) and (b) follows from Theorem 2.2. Proof. If we denote by π the ideal associated with Sing(F), we get the proof as a strightforward consequence of Theorem 2.3. Now we shall try to justify the hypotheses of the previous theorems with same examples. EXAMPLE 1. In Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 the condition "P rational" is essential. Let
, hence P is a nonrational closed point on V. By strightforward computation V is a regular conic and p n is primary for all n since p is generated by a regular element of B, but V is obviously not a linear space. EXAMPLE 2. In Corollary 3.2 the condition "P regular" is essential. Let B = k[x 0 , x The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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